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Abstract
Model-based methods for leakage localization in water distribution systems have recently 
been gaining more attention. These methods identify the leakage position by comparing 
the measured network data with the corresponding values simulated by a hydraulic model. 
In this study two model-based methods already proposed in literature, one based on the 
Sensitivity Matrix method and the other one on the Linear Approximation method, are ana-
lysed and compared to each other. The methods are applied to the same case study net-
work, exploiting only data provided by pressure sensors. Various analyses are undertaken 
in order to investigate the main critical issues tied to the two methods, i.e. a) the use of dif-
ferent amounts of data averaged over different time windows, b) the impact of the model’s 
accuracy in terms of water demands and pipe roughness, and c) the effect of the number of 
pressure measuring points. The results show that higher efficiency is obtained by consid-
ering the hourly averaged data all together. Moreover, the Linear Approximation method 
is on average 3 times more accurate than the Sensitivity Matrix when a perfect hydraulic 
model is used, even with a reduced number of pressure sensors. However, when a hydraulic 
model and/or measured data affected by errors are considered, the Sensitivity Matrix is 
more accurate, with an average error almost 10% lower than the Linear Approximation.

Keywords Water leakages · Water distribution systems · Localization · Model-based 
methods

1 Introduction

Leakages in water distribution systems are a common phenomenon and are becoming a 
major concern for water utilities (Alvisi et  al. 2019). The presence of leakages leads to 
repercussions not only for the water utilities themselves, which face economic losses, and 
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for users, as they may suffer from irregularities in the water supply, but also for the envi-
ronment, as water is not an inexhaustible resource (Marzola et al. 2021). Therefore, mini-
mizing water losses is a priority in order to increase the efficiency of water distribution 
systems. However, leakage localization is a serious challenge. In an attempt to overcome 
this challenge several methods have been developed in order to determine the position of  
the leakage, and, within this framework, data-driven methods and model-based methods 
are recently gaining attention and becoming widespread, as highlighted in Hu et al. (2021). 
Data-driven methods are gaining popularity thanks to improvements in the field of data 
acquisition and the continuous advancement of technologies (Li et al. 2015; Pacchin et al. 
2019). In fact, with data-driven techniques, the acquired data are processed in order to 
identify values that deviate from the normal pattern of flow and pressure data and may 
be caused by leakage formation. Simple statistical analysis can be applied on the acquired 
data to identify the outliers, i.e. the induced changes due to leakage presence (Lee et al. 
2016; Louriero et al. 2016).

Otherwise, models such as artificial neural networks or decision trees can be trained 
with the historical data acquired by the water utilities to identify the influence of leak-
ages by either classifying the actual data (Mounce and Machell 2006; Aksela et al. 2009) 
or predicting the values of pressure and flow that the network should display under nor-
mal conditions and comparing them with the actual values (Mounce et al. 2002). However, 
especially as regards the latter two cases, a long computational time and high capacity are 
required, as well as a huge amount of historical data relating to both standard situations and 
different cases of leakage; such data are not always at the water utilities’ disposal (Wu and 
Liu 2017; Chan et al. 2018).

Alternatively, in model-based methods the leakage position is determined by using the 
network data measured through pressure and flow sensors with a low sampling rate (i.e.  
5 minutes, 15 minutes), and the corresponding data simulated through a hydraulic model. 
Generally, pressure sensors are used for monitoring the network, as they are cheaper than 
flow meters, and can be easily installed in several points and evenly distributed.

More in detail, the measured data are compared with their corresponding values simu-
lated by a hydraulic model, which has previously been accurately calibrated in terms of 
both network characteristics and demand patterns. Normally, measured and simulated val-
ues are in good agreement if the model is accurate and realistically represents the network 
behaviour. However, if a new leakage occurs in the network, for which neither the flow rate 
nor the position is known, the measured pressures will no longer match the corresponding 
simulated values. In fact, leakage increases the network head losses, leading to lower val-
ues of the measured pressure. However, even though the flow rate and position of the leak-
age are unknown, the hydraulic model can be used to simulate different leakage scenarios 
and the leakage will be localized in the network node or pipe that allows the difference 
between the simulated and corresponding measured data to be minimized.

To this end different strategies can be used such as sensitivity matrix methods (Perez 
et  al. 2014; Ponce et  al. 2014), mixed model-based/data-driven methods (Javadiha et  al. 
2019; Li et al. 2021, 2022), optimization-calibration methods (Wu et al. 2010; Berglund 
et al. 2017; Moasheri and Jalili-Ghazizadeh 2020), and error domain falsification methods 
(Goulet et al. 2013; Moser et al. 2018).

In any case, regardless of the strategy used, the main concept of the model-based 
approach lies in a comparison between measured and simulated data. However, because of 
this very concept, there are several critical issues that can affect the methods’ performance. 
First of all, the available time series of data, collected at time step in the order of 5 - 15 
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minutes, may be quite long. In the comparison between measured and simulated data, it is 
still not clear how these data should be managed, i.e. whether it is necessary to use them 
all, to use only the data from particular periods, such as the periods of lowest or highest 
consumption, or to use averaged data (Berglund et  al. 2017). Another issue is related to 
the level of accuracy of both the hydraulic model and the information used as inputs — the 
former in terms of demand patterns and the network topology and the latter in terms of the 
measured data — as the efficiency of model-based methods is highly sensitive to model-
ling and measurement errors (Perez et al. 2014; Adedeji et al. 2017; Hu et al. 2021). Lastly, 
network monitoring is a fundamental requirement, but the budget of water utilities gener-
ally does not allow for the installation of pressure sensors at every potential measurement 
location (Soroush and Abedini 2019), and a low amount of available data can influence the 
results obtained (Perez et al. 2009).

Moreover, as reported in the scientific literature, the various proposed model-based 
methods have been applied to different case studies, some synthetically generated with a 
hydraulic model (Kang and Lansey 2014), some using tests based on engineered events, 
i.e. by considering the real network and artificially creating leakages by opening fire 
hydrants (Farley et al. 2013; Perez et al. 2014), and others still based on actual historical 
data (Wu et al. 2010; Sophocleous et  al. 2019), making it difficult to fairly compare the 
various methods.

To the best of the authors’ knowledge, no prior studies have compared model-based 
methods by taking into consideration all the aforementioned critical points and examining 
their effects on localization accuracy. Therefore, this paper aims to highlight pro and cons 
of the model-based methods for leakage localization according to the different characteris-
tic of the data and model available to the water utility. For this purpose, two model-based 
methods already proposed in the literature are considered and applied to analyse all the 
previously highlighted issues and carry out a fair comparison. Indeed, these two methods 
have been selected for their effectiveness on leakage localization as highlighted within the 
framework of the Battle of the Leakage Detection and Isolation Methods (Daniel et  al. 
2022; Steffelbauer et al. 2022).

In particular, the first method, originally proposed by Perez et al. (2014), belongs to the 
category of sensitivity matrix methods according to the classification described above, and 
is hereinafter named Sensitivity Matrix method. The second method is a variant of the Lin-
ear Approximation method proposed by Berglund et al. (2017), belonging to the category 
of optimization-calibration methods. Both methods are used to localize the leakage, but the 
Sensitivity Matrix method requires information about the leakage flow rate, whereas the 
Linear Approximation method provides an estimate of the latter.

Here they are applied to the same water distribution network, the subject of a case study 
proposed within the framework of the Battle of the Leakage Detection and Isolation Meth-
ods (BattLeDIM), i.e. a network monitored with pressure sensors and for which a perfect 
hydraulic model is available. Their efficiency and performance are firstly analysed consid-
ering four different approaches to the use of pressure datasets. Then, with the approach that 
provided the best results, further analyses are carried out by varying the accuracy of the 
hydraulic model in terms of demand patterns and pipe characteristics, the accuracy of the 
input data, and the number of pressure monitoring points.

The following section describes the two methods, the case study network and the appli-
cation of the methods. The results obtained are then examined and some conclusions are 
drawn.
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2  Materials and Methods

2.1  Model‑Based Methods

In order to describe the two model-based methods compared in this work, some prelimi-
nary assumptions are required.

Let us consider a hydraulic network, composed of a total of ntot pipes, which is moni-
tored by nsen pressure sensors and let i indicate the generic node at which the pressure 
sensor is positioned (with i = 1… nsen ). For the same system a perfect hydraulic model is 
available, i.e. a model that perfectly represents the behaviour of the network, with accurate 
pipe characteristics and water demand patterns. Let pi,measured be the pressure measured at 
the generic node i at a generic time instant. Let pi,baseline be the corresponding pressure at 
the same node i and at the same time instant, simulated by the hydraulic model and not 
including the leakage to be localized. Clearly, as the position is unknown, the leakage can-
not be allocated in the model in the correct position.

2.1.1  Sensitivity Matrix

The Sensitivity Matrix (SM) method, based on the approach proposed by Perez et  al. 
(2014) and applied by Steffelbauer et al. (2022) in the framework of the BattLeDIM, ena-
bles a leakage of a known flow rate f to be localized. In general, several scenarios are  
considered with the hydraulic model by simulating the leakage in a different position each 
time. The pressures obtained are then compared with the corresponding measured pres-
sures, and the scenario that allows the differences between these values to be minimized is 
identified.

In practice, as schematized in Fig. 1a, first the residual vector r is determined by the dif-
ferences between the measured pressure pi,measured and the simulated pressure pi,baseline for 
each node i:

Next, all the pipes j (with j = 1… ntot ) of the network are considered individually one 
by one. Given that the leakage flow rate f must be known in advance, a hydraulic simula-
tion is performed by locating the leakage in the pipe j, i.e. by distributing the flow rate 
equally in the two corresponding adjacent nodes. The pressure pi,perturbedj , for each node i 
with the leakage associated with the pipe j is thus obtained, and is defined as perturbed 
because it results from the addition of the leakage. Finally, a sensitivity matrix S is evalu-
ated. This matrix has as many rows as the number of pressure sensors (as the residual vec-
tor r) and ntot columns, each corresponding to a different pipe j. Each element Sij measures 
the effect that the leakage f positioned in the pipe j has on the pressure at the nodes i, as 
defined below:

(1)r =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

p1,measured − p1,baseline
…

pi,measured − pi,baseline
…

pnsen ,measured − pnsen ,baseline

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
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The correlation coefficients between the residual vector r and each column of the matrix 
S is then calculated. The leakage will be localized in the pipe j relative to the column of 
S that gives the highest correlation value, namely, the pipe that allows the differences 
between measured and simulated pressures (with the leakage positioned) to be minimized.

2.1.2  Linear Approximation

The second leakage localization method is based on the approach called Linear Approxi-
mation (LA), first proposed by Berglund et  al. (2017) and then applied by Daniel et  al. 
(2022) in the framework of the BattLeDIM. Indeed, this method was originally aimed only 
at evaluating the leakage flow rate, but was modified in order also to determine the posi-
tion of the leakage in addition to the flow rate. In general, the leakage is simulated each  
time in a different position within the hydraulic model, and the corresponding simulated 
pressures are obtained. As the flow rate is unknown, it is initially chosen randomly. Then, 
for each scenario, a new flow rate is considered with the aim of minimizing the difference 
between the measured and simulated pressures. The scenario that, with the new assumed 
flow rate, shows the lowest error of all provides the leakage position.

More in detail (see also Fig. 1b), all the pipes j (with j = 1… ntot ) of the network are 
considered individually one by one. Then, the leakage is positioned in a pipe j by associat-
ing an emitter at each of the two corresponding adjacent nodes ( j1 and j2 ), i.e. by defining 
the leakage flow rate f as the sum of the square root of the two nodal pressures ( pj1 and pj2 ) 
multiplied by an emitter coefficient cj , as showed in the following equation:

(2)S =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

p1,perturbed1
−p1,baseline

f
…

p1,perturbedntot
−p1,baseline

f

… … …
pnsen ,perturbed1

−pnsen ,baseline

f
…

pnsen ,perturbedntot
−pnsen ,baseline

f

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦

Fig. 1  Diagrams of a the Sensitivity Matrix and b the Linear Approximation methods
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The real leakage flow rate f being unknown, the initial value of cj can be chosen ran-
domly or made equal to 1. The pressure pi,perturbedj for each node i is calculated. Then, for 
each pipe j, a new value xj for the emitter coefficient is calculated by assuming a linear 
relationship between the pressure change and leakage flow rate. Where the differences 
between the measured and baseline pressures are defined as the measured pressure  
changes, and the differences between the perturbed and baseline pressures are defined as 
the perturbed pressure changes, the new emitter coefficient xj will be the value that modu-
lates the perturbed pressure changes so that they are as close as possible to the correspond-
ing measured changes, and is determined as expressed in the following equation:

The emitter coefficient xj obtained is passed back to the hydraulic model in order to 
update the assumed flow rate of the simulated leakage and the simulated pressures. This 
iterative process continues until the solution no longer changes significantly. In this par-
ticular case the method was iterated until the emitter coefficient providing the best solution 
differed by no more than 5% from the corresponding value of the previous simulation.

The leakage is localized in the pipe where the error Ej is the lowest compared to the rest 
of the network and the flow rate is given by the corresponding emitter xj.

Mathematically, the determination of the new emitter coefficient xj for each pipe could 
be modelled as a linear optimization problem (Berglund et al. 2017).

2.2  Case Study

The specific case considered is the water distribution system proposed within the frame-
work of the Battle of the Leakage Detection and Isolation methods (BattLeDIM 2020), 
which supplies a small town with a population of around 10,000 people through a network 
of pipes with a total length of 42.6 km (Fig. 2). More in detail, the main zone of the system, 
called Area A, was considered in this study. It receives water from two reservoirs and is 
composed of 660 nodes and 765 pipelines.

Area A is monitored by nsen = 29 pressure sensors, from which time series of pressure 
values at a 5-min time step for a two-year period were obtained. Moreover, an EPANET 
hydraulic model containing accurate pipe roughness values and the exact water consump-
tion patterns at a 5-min time step for the same two-year period is available. Furthermore, 
26 leakages that occurred during the same two-year period are known, and, for each of 
them, the position in terms of the pipe, the starting time step, the possible repair time step, 
and the flow rate at a 5-min time step are likewise known (Vrachimis et al. 2020). In par-
ticular, 15 were bursts, characterized by a steady flow rate ranging between 5 m3∕h and 35 
m3∕h . The remaining 11 were incipient leaks, starting from 0 m3∕h , growing at different 
rates up to values of 30 m3∕h , and then becoming steady (Marzola et al. 2022). By add-
ing the time series of the leakage flow rate as water demand at the two nodes adjacent to 
the corresponding leaking pipe, a hereinafter referred to as a perfect hydraulic model was 

(3)f = cj ⋅ (p
0.5

j1
+ p0.5

j2
)

(4)

minimize Ej =

nsen∑
i=1

|(pi,measured − pi,baseline
)

−

(
pi,perturbedj − pi,baseline

)

cj
⋅ xj| ∀j = 1… ntot
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obtained, that is, a model that could almost perfectly describe the behaviour of the network. 
In fact, for this theoretical case study, both the pipe properties, such as diameter, rough-
ness and length, and the node properties, such as elevation and demand, perfectly reflect 
the real ones. Indeed, the residual error between the simulated and measured pressure was 
on average 3 mm. All the simulations were performed by using EPANET 2.2 software for 
hydraulic modelling.

3  Comparison of the Methods

The methods were applied to locate the 26 leakages occurring in Area A. To ensure that 
the type of leakage did not affect the results obtained, all the leakages were considered as 
bursts, regardless of how they evolved. This was done by applying the SM and LA meth-
ods considering the first day in which the leakage flow rate was steady, i.e. the first day of 
occurrence in the case of bursts and the first day in which the flow rate remained steady in 
the case of incipient leakages.

Under this assumption, several analyses were carried in order to address the critical fac-
tors that affect the methods’ performance in relation to:

• the type of data to be used (analysis A);
• the level of accuracy of the hydraulic model and the data given as inputs (analysis 

B1-B6);
• the number of pressure sensors monitoring the network (analysis C1-C2).

All these analyses are described in detail below and summarized in Table 1.

Fig. 2  The network considered in the case study. The pressure sensors are highlighted with green dots and 
the leaking pipes with red crosses
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3.1  Analysis A

As previously highlighted, one critical aspect of these methods is related to the way in 
which the data are exploited. Indeed, considering a period of one day and an acquisition 
time step of 5 minutes, a time series of 288 pressure values is available. Conceptually, sev-
eral approaches could be applied by exploiting the data in different ways, for example by 
considering the data of each time step independently, considering all the data simultane-
ously, considering the data averaged over the whole one day period, or mixing the previous 
approaches, e.g. by averaging the data over a shorter time interval and using the averaged 
values together. Based on these considerations, analysis A was carried out to determine 
which dataset should be used in order to obtain the best results, i.e. the number of data to 
be considered and the averaging time window. Four different approaches were examined. 

Table 1  Summary of the analyses carried out

Analysis Model accuracy Data accuracy Number of sensors Data exploitation

A Perfect Perfect 29 Snapshot
Averaging
Stacked
Hourly stacked

B1 20% error in water demand Perfect 29 Hourly stacked
B2 5% error in pipe roughness Perfect
B3 20% error in water demand 

and 5% error in pipe 
roughness

Perfect

B4 Perfect 0.5% error in pressure 
sensor

B5 Daily average consumption 
pattern and 5% error in 
pipe roughness

0.5% error in pressure 
sensor

B6 Perfect +20% in input leakage 
flow rate

-20% in input leakage flow 
rate

C1 Perfect Perfect 25 (uniform and 
random)

Hourly stacked

20 (uniform and 
random)

15 (uniform and 
random)

10 (uniform and 
random)

C2 20% error in water demand 
and 5% error in pipe 
roughness

Perfect 25 (uniform) Hourly stacked

20 (uniform)
15 (uniform)
10 (uniform)
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In the first approach, defined as snapshot, the methods are applied 288 times using the data 
of each time step separately. In the second approach, referred to as stacked, all the values 
are exploited together by stacking them into a long column vector. In this case, when the 
SM method is used the number of rows of the residual vector and sensitivity matrix 
becomes 29 multiplied by 288, i.e. the number of the pressure sensors ( nsen = 29 ) multi-
plied by the number of time steps, as shown in the following equations, in which 
t = 1,… , 288 represents the time step of 5 min during the day and pi,measured(t) , pi,baseline(t) 
and pi,perturbedj (t) are the pressure values corresponding to the time step t:

When the LA method is applied, the number of constraints becomes 29 multiplied by 
288, as expressed in the following equation:

In the third case, defined as the averaging approach, the values are averaged on a daily 
basis, thus removing any fluctuations occurring during the day. In the fourth case, an 
hourly stacked approach is considered. It can be defined as a combination of the previous 
three, as the data are first averaged on a hourly basis, and then the hourly average values 
exploited together using the stacked approach, meaning that the number of rows of the 
residual vector and sensitivity matrix becomes 24 (the hours of the day) multiplied by 29, 

(5)r =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

p1,measured(1) − p1,baseline(1)

…

p1,measured(t) − p1,baseline(t)

…

p1,measured(288) − p1,baseline(288)

…

…

pnsen ,measured(1) − pnsen ,baseline(1)

…

pnsen ,measured(288) − pnsen ,baseline(288)

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

(6)S =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

p1,perturbed1
(1)−p1,baseline(1)

f
…

p1,perturbedntot
(1)−p1,baseline(1)

f

… … …
p1,perturbed1

(t)−p1,baseline(t)

f
…

p1,perturbedntot
(t)−p1,baseline(t)

f

… … …
p1,perturbed1

(288)−p1,baseline(288)

f
…

p1,perturbedntot
(288)−p1,baseline(288)

f

… … …

… … …
pnsen ,perturbed1

(1)−pnsen ,baseline(1)

f
…

pnsen ,perturbedntot
(1)−pnsen ,baseline(1)

f

… … …
pnsen ,perturbed1

(288)−pnsen ,baseline(288)

f
…

pnsen ,perturbedntot
(288)−pnsen ,baseline(288)

f

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

(7)

minimize Ej =

nsen∑
i=1

288∑
t=1

|(pi,measured(t) − pi,baseline(t)
)

−

(
pi,perturbedj (t) − pi,baseline(t)

)

cj
⋅ xj| ∀j = 1… ntot
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as shown below, where h = 1,… , 24 defines the hour of the day, and p̄i,measured(h) , 
p̄i,baseline(h) and p̄i,perturbedj (h) are the hourly averaged pressures corresponding to the hour h 
of the day:

With the LA method, the number of constraints becomes 24 multiplied by 29, as shown 
in the following equation:

Solely in the case of the snapshot approach, 288 solutions are provided for each of the 
two model-based methods, whereas with the other three approaches, only one solution for 
each method is obtained.

3.2  Analysis B

Exploiting the approach that provided the best results in analysis A (i.e. the hourly stacked 
approach as will be explained in the Sect. 4), further analyses were carried out to address 
the other critical aspects highlighted before, namely, the effects of an incorrectly calibrated 
model, inaccurate input information, and a reduced number of pressure sensors.

(8)r =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

p̄1,measured(1) − p̄1,baseline(1)

…

p̄1,measured(h) − p̄1,baseline(h)

…

p̄1,measured(24) − p̄1,baseline(24)

…

…

p̄nsen ,measured(1) − p̄nsen ,baseline(1)

…

p̄nsen ,measured(24) − p̄nsen ,baseline(24)

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

(9)S =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

p̄1,perturbed1
(1)−p̄1,baseline(1)

f
…

p̄1,perturbedntot
(1)−p̄1,baseline(1)

f

… … …
p̄1,perturbed1

(h)−p̄1,baseline(h)

f
…

p̄1,perturbedntot
(h)−p̄1,baseline(h)

f

… … …
p̄1,perturbed1

(24)−p̄1,baseline(24)

f
…

p̄1,perturbedntot
(24)−p̄1,baseline(24)

f

… … …

… … …
p̄nsen ,perturbed1

(1)−p̄nsen ,baseline(1)

f
…

p̄nsen ,perturbedntot
(1)−p̄nsen ,baseline(1)

f

… … …
p̄nsen ,perturbed1

(24)−p̄nsen ,baseline(24)

f
…

p̄nsen ,perturbedntot
(24)−p̄nsen ,baseline(24)

f

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

(10)

minimize Ej =

nsen∑
i=1

24∑
h=1

|(p̄i,measured(h) − p̄i,baseline(h)
)

−

(
p̄i,perturbedj (h) − p̄i,baseline(h)

)

cj
⋅ xj| ∀j = 1… ntot
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In fact, water demand patterns are not always at the disposal of water utilities. Generally,  
the available data derive from meter readings, collected every four or six months for billing 
purposes, and the patterns used are typically derived from the literature, but they can differ 
from the real patterns. Moreover, information on the pipe characteristics, in terms of age 
and material, is not always available in water utilities’ records. In order to take into account 
errors in the hydraulic model, in analysis B1 the water demands of the perfect hydraulic 
model were modified. In particular, all the values of the water demand patterns were per-
turbed by adding a noise randomly generated from a uniform distribution with boundaries 
of -40% and +40% of the original value considered. This led to an average absolute error 
of 20% over all the water demand data. Then, in analysis B2, the pipe roughness values 
of the perfect hydraulic model were modified. In particular, all the roughness values were 
perturbed by adding a noise randomly generated from a uniform distribution with bounda-
ries of -10% and +10% of the value considered. This led to an average absolute error of  
5% over all the pipe roughness data. Moreover, in analysis B3, these two considerations 
were combined, i.e. a model was obtained by merging the modified water demands as in 
B1 and the modified pipe roughness values as in B2, resulting in an average error of 20% 
over all the water demand data and of 5% over the pipe roughness data. However, the pres-
sure sensors used to obtain the field measurements may themselves be subject to faults 
and performance impairment over time and thus be inaccurate. Therefore, in analysis B4, 
considering the perfect model, all the measured pressure data were perturbed by adding a 
noise randomly generated from a uniform distribution with boundaries of -1% and +1% of 
the value considered, which led to an average absolute error of 0.5%. Moreover, in analysis 
B5, a model with a daily average consumption pattern was considered, that is a pattern 
typically used by the water utilities, and the 5% error in roughness and the average absolute 
error of 0.5% on pressure sensor data previously described were also added.

A further analysis, analysis B6, was carried out only for the SM method, as it is the one 
that requires information about the leakage flow rate in order to proceed with the localiza-
tion. The efficiency of the method was evaluated by modifying the required leakage flow 
rate f by plus and minus 20%, using the perfect model.

3.3  Analysis C

Analyses C1 and C2 were carried out to assess the effect of different numbers and posi-
tions of the pressure sensors, as only a limited number of sensors might be available due 
to water utilities’ budget constraints. In particular, in analysis C1 the perfect model was 
considered, and the impact of a reduced number of pressure sensors was investigated by 
considering sets of 25, 20, 15 and 10 sensors. Two different approaches were used to deter- 
mine the pressure sensors for each set:

• Uniform approach: this approach was used to obtain sets of sensors with a uniform cov-
erage and layout. In practical terms, the two sensors nearest to each other are identified, 
i.e. the ones providing redundant information. Then, for each of these two sensors, the 
sum of the distances from all the other sensors is calculated. The sensor for which this 
value is the lowest is eliminated, as it is the one most closely surrounded by other sen-
sors. This operation is repeated until the desired number of sensors is obtained.

• Random approach: the sensors are randomly selected, and this operation is repeated 
five time for each set considered.
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Then, in analysis C2, the effect of the reduction of the number of pressure sensors were 
combined with an inaccurate model. In fact, the model used in analyses B3, i.e., with an 
average error of 20% over all the water demand data and of 5% over the pipe roughness 
data was considered with the sets of pressure sensor obtained by the uniform approach.

For each analysis and each method, a total localization error was calculated by summing 
26 values, one for each leakage, corresponding to the distances between the centre of the 
actual leaking pipe and the centre of the identified pipe (or the average distance between 
the centre of the actual leaking pipe and the centres of the 288 identified pipes only in the 
case of the snapshot approach in analysis A).

4  Results and Discussions

As regards analysis A, the total localization errors obtained for each method using the four 
different approaches are shown in Table 2. The snapshot approach led to the highest errors 
in the case of the Linear Approximation method and to a similarly high error in the case 
of the Sensitivity Matrix method. This is probably due to the use of data corresponding to 
a small time window (5 minutes), which may therefore be influenced by consumption and 
not be representative of the network behaviour. It is also a disadvantageous approach in 
that it must be applied several times. The stacked approach led to the highest errors with 
the SM method, probably because of conflicting data in the determination of the correla-
tion coefficients, while it led to good results with the LA method. However, it is worth 
highlighting that, in the case of the LA method, the stacked approach requires the long-
est computational time, due to the high number of constraints considered in the optimiza-
tion problem. The averaging approach led to high errors with both methods. In this case, 
averaging the pressure values over the whole day may dampen the signals, resulting in the 
loss of very important information regarding daily pressure fluctuations. Overall, the best 
results were obtained with the hourly stacked approach. Indeed, this approach can be con-
sidered as a combination of the others, as it uses a time window of one hour, in which the 
data are averaged and then stacked. This leads to a reduction in flaws compared to the other 
approaches.

Overall, considering the application of the best approach, i.e. the hourly stacked 
approach, for both model-based methods, it is worth noting that the method providing the 
best results was not the SM, as might have been expected given the use of the exact leakage 
flow rate, but rather the LA, with an error of 51 m versus 619 m, even though, in order to 
obtain this result, many iterations were needed with the LA method. Based on the results of 
analysis A, the hourly stacked approach was selected and used for all the following analy-
ses; the respective results were taken as a reference, since the perfect model and the totality 
of available pressure sensors were used.

Analyses B1-B5 were carried out to evaluate the effects of an inaccurate hydrau-
lic model and inaccurate measured data on leakage localization. The localization errors 
obtained are showed in Table 2.

In particular, similar results were obtained with the two methods in analysis B1, i.e. 
assuming a model with an absolute average error of 20% in water demand patterns. As 
expected, the localization errors increased compared to when the perfect model was used, 
due to the reduction in the hydraulic model’s accuracy. However, it can be noted that the 
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perturbation introduced into the water demands had a higher impact on the LA method. In 
fact, the error of 1495 m obtained in this analysis is almost 30 times higher than the cor-
responding error of 51 m found with the perfect model in Analysis A. The two methods 
showed similar results once again in analysis B2, where a model with an absolute average 
error in pipe roughness of 5% was considered. However, the localization errors nearly dou-
bled compared to the previous analysis, thus highlighting the significance of the effect of 
incorrect pipe characteristics on the methods’ accuracy.

Table 2  Localization errors obtained for each method in analysis A, with the four different approaches to 
data usage, in analyses B1-B6, with the different model inaccuracies, and in analyses C1-C2 with the uni-
form approach and, in parentheses, the random approach

Localization error (m)

Analysis Model and data accuracy Number 
of sensors

Data exploitation LA SM

A Perfect 29 Snapshot 911 807
Averaging 716 635
Stacked 51 1147
Hourly stacked 51 619

B1 20% error in water 
demand

29 Hourly stacked 1495 1732

B2 5% error in pipe  
roughness

3418 3340

B3 20% error in water 
demand and 5% error 
in pipe roughness

4502 3076

B4 0.5% error in pressure 
sensor

4711 3027

B5 Daily average  
consumption pattern, 
5% error in pipe  
roughness and 0.5% 
error in pressure sensor

14680 14540

B6 +20% in input leakage 
flow rate

- 719

-20% in input leakage 
flow rate

- 421

C1 Perfect 25 Hourly stacked (51 - 226) 51 (708 - 1020) 619
20 (51 - 802) 51 (884 - 2050) 708
15 (275 - 774) 275 (1385 - 2580) 1082
10 (716 - 2500) 461 (3440 - 6190) 1281

C2 20% error in water 
demand and 5% error 
in pipe roughness

25 Hourly stacked 2699 2964

20 3845 3161
15 3007 2627
10 3093 3496
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In analysis B3 the errors of the two previous models were considered simultaneously, 
thus creating a situation of model inaccuracy that water utilities may actually face. The 
SM method resulted in a total error of 3076 m, proving to be more robust to model inac-
curacies than the LA method, which gave a total error of 4502 m, 46% higher than SM.  
More in detail, it is worth highlighting that, in the case of both methods, approximately 
75% of the error is tied to the localization of leakages with a lower flow rate, i.e. below 15 
m3∕h . Moreover, while for leakage flow rates above 15 m3∕h , the methods perform simi-
larly well, with an average error of 45 m in the case of the SM and of 61 m in the case of 
the LA, when the leakage flow rates are below 15 m3∕h the SM shows an average error of 
256 m and the LA an average error of 384 m, i.e. 50% higher. Therefore, the difference in 
the results of the two methods is due to the fact that the LA has more difficulty in identify-
ing leakages with a low flow rate when model inaccuracies are introduced.

The SM method also proved to be robust to inaccuracies in the measured data, obtain-
ing the best results in analysis B4, where an average absolute error of 0.5% was added to 
the pressure sensor data. Combining, in Analysis B5, the errors in the properties of the 
model with the inaccuracies in the pressure sensor data, i.e. considering a hydraulic model 
that is typically available to the water utilities, it can be noted how the errors increase sig-
nificantly for both the methods, up to an average value of about 560 m per leakage. In any 
case, once again, the SM proved to be more robust, providing overall slightly more accu-
rate results than the LA method.

However, since the SM requires knowledge of the leakage flow rate, the impact of the 
use of an incorrect leakage flow rate was then considered in analysis B6 by modifying  
the value by plus and minus 20%. The localization errors obtained were close to the value 
found when the exact flow rate was used (619 m, obtained in Analysis A), thus confirming 
once again the robustness of the SM method with regard to the inaccuracy of the data used.

Analysis C1 and C2 were carried out to assess the impact of using a reduced number 
of sensors. Regarding analysis C1, Table 2 shows the localization errors obtained with the 
uniform approach when considering sets of 25, 20, 15 and 10 pressure sensors. It can be 
noted that, with both methods, the reduction to 25 sensors does not lead to a decrease in 
accuracy, thus indicating that the 4 sensors removed were in excess and their information 
redundant. However, while in the case of the SM method the error increases greatly with a 
further removal of sensors, the LA method maintains the same accuracy with a reduction 
to 20 sensors. Moreover, even when only 10 sensors are considered, the LA method can be 
still considered efficient, as the errors it gives are still lower than the ones obtained with 
the SM considering all 29 sensors. As regards the random approach, the localization error 
ranges obtained for all sets with the 5 different random choices are shown in Table 2 in 
parenthesis. It is worth noting that these errors are always equal to or higher than the cor-
responding ones obtained with the uniform approach, thus highlighting the importance of 
sensor positioning for the purpose of evenly covering the network.

These results are due to the fact that, with the perfect model, the LA method is more effi-
cient, as also seen in analysis A. However, in analysis C2, i.e. considering the model with 
inaccuracies in both water demand patterns and pipe roughness, the errors are higher — 
between 2500 m and 4500 m — and the LA method gives an average error about 3% higher 
than the one obtained with the SM method, thus in accordance with the previous results.

Thus, in summary, the analysis carried out showed that, using a perfect model, the LA 
method is the most efficient, even with a limited number of pressure sensors, while the SM 
method is the more robust when there are inaccuracies in both the model and the data.
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5  Conclusions

In this paper two model-based methods for leakage localization exploiting only pressure 
data, i.e. the Linear Approximation method and the Sensitivity Matrix method, were ana-
lysed and applied to a case study. In particular, several analyses were carried out in order to 
evaluate the critical aspects tied to their application, i.e. how to exploit the available data, 
the effects of hydraulic model and data inaccuracies, and the impact of a reduced number 
of pressure sensors.

The results showed that the best approach in terms of data usage is the hourly stacked 
approach, which uses the hourly averaged data all together. The Linear Approximation 
method showed to be on average 3 times more accurate when the perfect hydraulic model 
was considered, even with a reduced number of sensors. However, the Sensitivity Matrix 
method is more robust and in fact it provides better results than the Linear Approximation 
method when the hydraulic model and data are affected by inaccuracies, leading to an error 
on average 10% lower that the Linear Approximation method. It is also worth highlighting 
that the Linear Approximation method provided an accurate estimation of the leakage flow 
rate in each analysis, but it required more iterations and computational time, while the Sen-
sitivity Matrix method makes an instantaneous comparison between pressures, but needs 
prior knowledge of the flow rate value. The results obtained from the comparison of these 
two methods are related to this particular case study network and, therefore, further studies 
are needed to analyse the behaviour of the methods with other case studies. Nevertheless, 
the analyses conducted in this study could be of help to water utilities, as they may enable 
the latter to choose the most efficient method according to their situations. Moreover, they 
could be useful for the purpose of adapting existing methods so that they can become more 
robust and efficient in the presence of model or data errors.
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